Healthcare CIOs:
How the IT resource gap puts you at
risk – and what you can do about it
Due to rapid technological advances, a competitive labor market, and a limited talent
pool, 76% of global IT decision-makers face serious resource gaps. And nearly 40%
of healthcare IT decision-makers say their organization is at greater risk of security
breaches due to lack of cybersecurity expertise.
To bridge this resource gap, more healthcare CIOs, CISOs, and other IT leaders are engaging managed
service providers (MSPs) to help boost security and increase focus on mission-critical projects to meet their
strategic operational and technological goals.
You can too. Ensure your team’s success by shifting workload, stress, and risk to an experienced MSP
partner. Here’s how:

Today’s resource constraint challenge

Tomorrow’s managed services solution

A lack of resources impedes
strategic projects

Extend the power of your team with
an MSP

Routine system administration
hinders mission-critical projects
like digital transformation, clinical
workflows, and cybersecurity.

By assigning routine tasks to a proven
MSP partner, your team becomes
free to focus on your most important
strategic initiatives.

Technology outpaces available IT
security talent

Rely on IT pros with years of IAM
experience

It’s increasingly difficult to find the
skilled pros we need to strengthen
security with identity access
management (IAM) solutions.

Engage specialized MSP teams with
proven experience implementing
leading IAM solutions to repel attacks
and secure patient data.

Complicated workflows add
to burnout/attrition

Tap MSP specialists to streamline
workflows

Stressed frontline workers wrestle
with complex clinical workflows –
further complicated by remote work,
mobile, and telehealth protocols.

Cut time-consuming activities with
authentication solutions for fast,
secure, system and mobile device
access – implemented by your MSP.

We need help maximizing
our IAM investments

Choose a proven MSP for more
value, less risk

My team is stretched too thin with
M&A activity, system and software
updates, and technology demands
to get the most value from IAM.

Select a partner that can deliver
the most positive technological and
business outcomes – with 24-hour
global support and professional service.

Extend the power of your team: Let a healthcare-focused MSP bridge the IT resource gap
Why go it alone when your organization’s success is on the line – and progress is being blocked by market
forces beyond your control? Now’s the time to extend the power of your IT team.
By partnering with a healthcare-focused MSP, you can strengthen cybersecurity defenses and keep your
most critical digital transformation projects on track – all while improving clinical workflows, ensuring
patient privacy and safety, managing compliance, and more.

Extend the power of your IT team with Imprivata Managed Services
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